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Agouti… rodents

Several Interactive genes



Several Interactive genes



A Parental cross between a AA, BB and a aa, bb, results in Aa, Bb heterozygote. 

The A allele determines a banded pattern, called agouti. 
The recessive a allele results in unbanded hairs. 
The genotypes AA or Aa are, therefore, agouti. 

The genotypes BB or Bb result in fur colour that is solidly black, 
whereas bb denotes brown fur colour .. 

Several Interactive genes



A 3rd gene at the C locus, which is an entirely different locus from either A or B- 
determines if any colouration occurs at all. 

The genotypes CC and Cc allow colour to show through, whereas the double 
recessive cc is albino, which does not allow any colour to show through, as 
the cc genotype blocks ALL pigment production -note the eyes are now pink. 

Several Interactive genes



An F2 phenotypic ratio of an initial parental cross between an AA, BB and an aa, bb 
(where the C gene is present as CC or Cc and does not interfere) would be:  

9 agouti fur,  3 cinammon fur (brown, agouti),   3 black fur and 1 brown fur. 

The corresponding genotypes are: 

9 agouti fur (1 BB, AA + 2 Bb, AA + 4 Bb, Aa):   3 cinnamon (1 bb, AA + 2 bb, Aa): 

3 black fur (1 BB, aa + 2 Bb, aa) and 1 brown fur (1 bb, aa).

Several Interactive genes



An F2 phenotypic ratio of an initial parental cross between an AA, BB and an aa, bb  

Note that when the C gene is present as cc  ALL mice are ALBINO -pink eyes  
9 agouti fur,  3 cinammon fur (brown, agouti),   3 black fur and 1 brown fur. 

The corresponding genotypes are: 

9 agouti fur (1 BB, AA + 2 Bb, AA + 4 Bb, Aa):   3 cinnamon (1 bb, AA + 2 bb, Aa): 

3 black fur (1 BB, aa + 2 Bb, aa) and 1 brown fur (1 bb, aa).

Several Interactive genes

Which provides another example of EPISTASIS
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Agouti… rodents

Lethal Alleles



Y’  is often designated  
A   which is dominant    
over y or the regular 
agouti allele

y

Lethal Alleles

mono hybrid cross of  
Y’y  heterozygotes…  
2 (+0): 1 ratio

eg. of pleiotropy



Duplicate Genes
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Complementary Genes

Need BOTH interactive  
genes to be either in the  
Homozygous dominant  
(CC, PP) or Heterozygous  
(Cc, Pp) for one of the  
phenotypes to show through….



Multiple or “Poly” Genes



Multiple or “Poly” Genes

>50 genes heavily involved 
directly in structural height 

integrity in humans



Multiple Genes affecting the same trait 
(Polygenes) 

Human Height?



Polygenes

Some of these assorted genes are also 
subject to female- and male- specific 

influences



Nature vs. Nurture
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Dioecious

Most species of Holly are dioecious,  
meaning male and female flowers are on different plants  
-requiring a male holly plant to pollinate the female, which  
produce the red berries.



Drosphila melanogaster or “fruit fly”

Homo sapiens or “humans”
Dioecious



Dioecious



human



human





All genes that are present on the X-chromsome, 
demonstrate a genetic phenomenon called… 

X-linkage 



X-linkage 

Non-Mendelian Inheritance

hemizygous 



Patterns of Inheritance in Humans
Horizontal line between 
individuals represents mating.

Vertical line leads 
to progeny.

Progeny are 
arranged 
horizontally, 
left to right 
in order of 
birth.

Double line means 
mating between 
relatives.

Nonidentical twinsIdentical twins

Female

Male

Open symbol means not affected.

Darkened symbol means affected.

Generation

I

II

III

IV

Family  
Pedigrees



Haemophilia



Red Green Colour blindness





Ishihara colour blindness tests





X-linkage 



So while a females can carry 
an X- linked trait, if it is 
recessive- the other X 
chromosome would probably 
not, and it’s expression would 
DOMINATE giving a WT 
phenotype. 

Hence Females can often be 
carriers of an X- linked trait, but 
rarely demonstrate the 
phenotype. 

Giving rise to the following 
inheritable signs for X- Linkage 



For Males it’s a different story,  
if the X chromosome carries 
the trait… there is  
NO compensating X 
chromosome to help hide the 
trait, and if it is present it 
WILL ALWAYS SHOW 
THROUGH 







X-linkage 

Non-Mendelian Inheritance


